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Abstract 
Spehner, J.-C., A bijection between cliques in graphs and factorizations in free monoids, Theoretical 
Computer Science 134 (1994) 209-223. 
If A* is the free monoid over the alphabet A, the maximal number cp (n) of factorizations of a word 
of length n in some submonoid of A* is such that ‘p(3m)=2 x 3m-1, (p(3m+ l)= 3” and 
(p(3m+2)=4x3”-‘. 
We also prove that the maximal number $(n) of cyclic interpretations in a submonoid C* of 
a word w of length n and the maximal number t(n) of prefix interpretations in C* of w are equal to 
cp(n+ 1). 
Moon and Moser (1965) have proved directly that the maximal number of cliques in a graph 
having n vertices is also equal to cp(n + 1). 
We give here a new proof of this result by using a bijection from the set of prefix interpretations of 
a word into the set of cliques in an associated graph. By the same bijection we determine all the 
graphs having a maximal number of cliques. 
Moreover, we obtain two new NP-complete problems by using the same bijection. 
1. The maximal number of factorizations of a word 
Every word of a free monoid A* admits a unique factorization in letters of the 
alphabet A. If M is a submonoid of A *, 1 is the unit element and M + = M \ (l}, then 
the set C = M + \ [M +I2 of indecomposable words in M is the smallest generating set 
of M and M is denoted by C*. If the submonoid C* is not free, there exist words 
having more than one factorization in C*. 
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We prove here that the maximal number q(n) of factorizations of a word of length 
II in a submonoid of A* is an exponential function of n. A first proof of this result can 
be found in [7] but we give here a more direct proof. 
We also give examples realizing the maximal number of factorizations. 
The maximal number of factorizations of a word occurs in the study of the 
complexity of some algorithms such as the construction of the graph of a finitely 
generated submonoid M of a free monoid which generate all the pairs of distinct 
factorizations of all words of M [7] or the construction of a similar graph used for 
determining the regular Sclasses in syntactic monoids [S]. 
Notations. Let A* be the free monoid over the alphabet A, 1 its unit element and, for 
every word w, let 1 w 1 be the length of w. 
If uv = w in A *, then u is called left factor of w and is denoted by WV- ’ and v is called 
a right factor of w and is denoted by u- ’ w. 
A word u is called a factor of w if there exist x, ye A* such that w = xuy. 
Let Fl(w) [resp. Fr(w)] be the set of left [resp. right] factors of w separate from 
w and 1 and F(w) the set of factors of w separate from w and 1. 
Definition 1.1. (i) Let C be a subset of A* and w be a word of C*. Every sequence 
f=(c1,c2, . . . . c,) of words of C such that w = ci c2.. . c, is called a factorization of w in 
C*. The first element ci offis denoted by first(f) and the last element c, offis denoted 
by last (f). 
(ii) Let 9c(w) be the set of factorizations of w in C and let q=(w)= [PC(w)\ be the 
number of factorizations of w in C*. 
(iii) Every subset C of A* which is the minimal generating set of C* i.e. 
C=C’\(C+)’ where C’=C*\{l} is said to be irreducible. 
Let q(n) be the maximal number cpc(w) where 1 WI = II and C is irreducible. 
Example 1.2. If a and b are letters of A, C = {a, ab, abb, ba, bab, bba, bbab} is irredu- 
cible and the word u = abbaba admits 6 factorizations in C * (see Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. .Pc (abbaba). 
(a,bba,ba) 
(a,bbab,a) 
(ab,bab,a) 
(ab,ba,ba) 
(abb,a,ba) 
(abb,ab,a) 
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Remark 1.3. For every endomorphism CI of A* such that a-‘(l)={ l} and every 
irreducible subset C of a(A*), D = (x- ‘(C) is also irreducible. Moreover, if UEC*, for 
every v such that ~(v)=~,Vf=(di, . . . . &W-D(V), 4f)=(@1), . . ..(4&)W-c(4. If 
f and f’=(d;, . . ..di)~Y~(v) verify cc(f)=~(f’) with f#f’, r=s and there exists 
a smallest in { 1, . . . , Y} such that di # dj and, if we suppose that / di 1-c 1 di 1, there exists 
x # 1 such that dj =dix. Since cc(d,)= a(dI), it follows that a(x)= 1, a contradiction. 
Hence,f+a(f) is a bijection and cpo(v)=cpc(u). 
Then E=DnF(v) is also irreducible and 9-E(v)=FD(v). 
Hence it is possible to choose E and u such that all the letters of v are distinct, 
E c F(v) and qE(v) = cpc(u). 
Definition 1.4. If u=ui . ..a. where al, . . . , a, are letters of A and C is an irreducible 
subset of A*, every pair (Ui,Ui+l) where is{l,...,n-1) and such that either 
Ul...Ui$C* or Ui+l . . . u,$C* is said to be retractable for u. 
From Remark 1.3, we can suppose that the letters ai, . . . . a, are distinct and that 
CcF(u). D=C\(Fr(u, . ..gi)uFl(gi+i . a,)) 1s irreducible and, since (ai,ai+i) is re- 
tractable, qbg(u) = gc(u). 
Then there exists an endomorphism a of A* such that a(Ui) = UiUi+ 1 and, 
VjE{l, . ..) ~}\{i},~(~j)=~j.Moreover,ifv=~~...~i~i+~...~,andE=~-1(D),wehave 
u(u)=u. From Remark 1.3, it follows that 
cpc(4 = %(4 = (PE(4 d cp(n - 1). 
Lemma 1.5. For every integer n> 1, q(n) is equal to the maximum of 
{cp(n-1),2&-2),3cp(n-3) ,..., n-l}. 
Proof. (i) Let C be an irreducible subset of A* and u=ui . . a, with n>O and 
a,, . . . , U,EA such that cpc(u) = q(n). From Remark 1.3, we can suppose that the letters 
a,, . . , a, are distinct and that Cc F (u). 
Let k31 and let ~,,+~,...,a~+~ be new distinct letters of A, h=u,,+ 1 . ..u.,+~ and 
v=u,...u,+,=uh. 
Let P={last(f); f~Fc(u)}, Vi~{l,...,k-I), gi=a,+i...a,+iEFl(h) and hi= 
U n+i+l . ..u.+,EFr(h) and E=PFl(h)={pg,; PEP, gi~Fl(h)}. Since all the letters 
al, ..., n+k are distinct, the set D=CuEuFr(h)u{h} is irreducible. 
For aevery f=(c,, . . . . c,) of Fe(u), fO=( cl, . . . . c,, h)EFD(u) and, ViE{l, . . . . k- l}, 
fi=(c,, ..., c~-~,c,~~, hi)E~g(U). Then H(f)= {fe, . . ..fkPl} is a set of k factorizations 
of v in D* associated to f (see Fig. 2). 
Since f# g implies H(f)nH( g) = 8, we have 
k~(n)=kl~~(u)ldI~;o(v)Idcp(n+k). 
(ii) By (i), for k= 1, we have q(n)<cp(n+ 1) for every n>O. 
(iii) Let C be an irreducible subset of A* and u = al . a, with al, . . . , u,,eA such that 
cpc(u) = q(n). From Remark 1.3, we can suppose that the letters al, . . . , a, are distinct 
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Fig.2. Irk=3 andf=(c ,,..., c,), H(f)={(c, ,..., c,,h), (cl ,..., c,-~, c,g,,h,), (cl,...,c,-,,c,g,,hz)} 
and that CcF(u). Let Z={lfirst(f)l; f~Pc(a)} and, Viol, let ni=ai+i...un. Then 
cPC(“)=~{YpC(ui); iE1). 
If k=lZl=l and Z=(i), &~)=~~(u)=~&)dcp(n--1) and q(n)=cp(n-1) by (ii). 
If k=111>2, Vli,j~Z such that i<j, ai+r... aj#C + since C is irreducible and, hence, 
the pair (aj,aj+ 1) is retractable for the word Ui. Thus ui admits ki= I {j~l; i<j} I 
retractable pairs and, since luil =n- i and k$i+ ki, n-i- ki<n- k and 
cp(n-i-ki)<q(n--k) by (ii). Thus 
It follows that ~(n)=rpc(u)=~{cp~(ui);i~Z}<kq(n-k). Since by (i), 
kq(n-k)<cp(n), we obtain cp(n)=kq(n-k). 
Hence q(n) is equal to the maximum of {cp(n-1),2q(n-2),...,(n_l)cp(l)}. 0 
Theorem 1.6. cp is such that, for every integer m>O, 
(p(3m)=2 x 3m-1, cp(3m+ 1)=3” and q(3m+2)=4x 3”-‘. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.5, q(n) is equal to the maximum of {cp(n- 1),2q(n-2), . . . . n- l}. 
Thus there exist positive integers kI, . .., k, such that 
with kI + k2 + ... + k,=n- 1. Moreover q(n) is the maximum of the products 
p=kIxkZx... xk,wherethesumofk,,k, ,..., k, is equal to n - 1. If some k, 2 5, p is 
not maximal since we can replace ki by 3(ki - 3) > ki. If ki = kj = 4 with i #j, we can 
replace k, x kj by 3 x 3 x 2 > k, x kj. If ki = kj = k, = 2 with distinct i, j and s, we can 
replacekixkjxk,by3x3.Ifki=2andkj=4,wecanreplacekixkjby3x3.Ifki=1, 
we can replace some kj with j# i by kj+ 1. 
It follows that, if n 2 3, the set Z = {in { 1, . . . , r}; ki # 3) contains 0,l or 2 integers and 
that, if Z={i}, then kiE{2,4} and, if Z={i,j}, then ki=kj=2. For n<3, we have 
cp(2)=cp(l)= 1. 
Hence, Vm>O, q(3m)=2 x 3”-l, (p(3m+1)=3”and cp(3m+2)=4x3”-‘. 0 
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We prove now that it is possible to realize the maximal number of factorizations 
cp(n) with a two-letter alphabet and an irreducible set of 9 words. 
Theorem 1.7. Zf A = {a, b} and C = {a, ab, abb, ba, bab, babb, bba, bbab, bbabb}, then, 
for every integer m > 0, cpc((abb)"- ‘aba) = (p(3m), cpc((abb)“a) = (p(3m + 1) and 
cp,-((abb)“- ‘ababa) = ‘p(3m + 2). 
Proof. Vm>O, let u,=(abb)“-‘aba. By proof of Lemma 1.5, cpc(~,)=cpc(u,_ i)+ 
cpc(bu,-l)+cpc(bbu,-1). 
Since the first pair (b,a) of letters of bu,_l is retractable, cpc(bu,_l)=~c(u,_l). 
Since the first two pairs (b, b) and (b,a) of letters of bbu,_l are retractable, 
cpc(bbu,_ 1)= cpc(u,_ 1). It follows that cpc(u,)= 3~,(u,_ 1) and, by recursion, that 
cp&)=dW. 
The proof for words o, = (abb)“a and w, = (abb)“- ’ ababa is similar. 0 
2. The maximal number of prefix (resp. cyclic) interpretations of a word 
If a word w of A* admits factors in some submonoid C*, then every factorization of 
such a factor in C * defines an interpretation of w in C *. The word “interpretation” can 
be taken in its etymological meaning. The notion of interpretation generalizes the 
notion of factorization. In particular, every factorization of a left factor of w defines 
a prefix interpretation and every factorization of some conjugate word of w deter- 
mines a cyclic interpretation of w in C*. 
Schtitzenberger [S] has used cyclic interpretations to show that some subgroups in 
syntactic monoids are cyclic. Cyclic interpretations define conjugating relations in free 
monoids and idempotent elements of the syntactic monoid of submonoids of free 
monoids [S]. 
We prove here that the maximal number of cyclic interpretations and the maximal 
number of prefix interpretations of a word w of length n in any submonoid of A* are 
equal to cp(n+ 1). 
We also give examples realizing the maximal number of prefix and cyclic interpreta- 
tions. 
Definition 2.1. Let C be an irreducible set of A* and let WEA* be a word of length n. 
(i) Every sequence z =(q, cl, c2, . . . . c,,p) with cl, c2, . . . . c,EC, p# 1 and q# 1 such 
that w=qclc2... c,p is called an interpretation of w in C*. 
The first element q of 1 is denoted by first (1) and the last element p of z is denoted by 
last (2). 
(ii) Every interpretation K = (q, cl, . . . , c,, p) of w such that either K is a factorization 
(PEC and qEC) or pqEC, is said to be cyclic. 
Let Xc(w) be the set of cyclic interpretations of w in C* and let Il/,-(w)= IX,(w)1 be 
the number of cyclic interpretations of w in C*. 
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Let $(n) be the maximal number $,-(w) where 1 WI = n and C is irreducible. 
(iii) Every interpretation x=(q, cl, . . ..c.,p) of w such that qEC and either p~c or 
p$C and p has no left factor in C (i.e. Fl(p)nC=@) is said to be prejx. 
Let P,-(w) be the set of prefix interpretations of w in C* and let t,-(w) = 19i’c(w)( the 
number of prefix interpretations of w in C*. 
Let t(n) be the maximal number t,-(w) where (w I= n and C is irreducible. 
Similarly, we can define sujix interpretations. 
Remark 2.2. Similarly to Remark 1.3, we can prove that it is possible to choose w such 
that all letters of w are distinct and C such that CcF(w) in the case of prefix 
interpretations and CcF(ww) in the case of cyclic interpretations. 
Example 2.3. All cyclic and prefix interpretations of u = abbabb in C* where 
C = {a, ab, abb, ba, bab, babb, bba, bbab, bbabb} are given in Fig. 3. 
Lemma 2.4. For every integer n > 0, 5(n) d $(n). 
Proof. Let C be an irreducible subset of A* and u = a, . . . a, with a,, . . . , a,EA such that 
&-(u) = t(n). By Remark 2.2, we can suppose that the letters al, . . . , a, are distinct and 
that Cc F(u). 
..a”‘j”b...i..b..’ .,...~..~..~..b... 
. . . . ...! :. . . . . ...! . . . . ...! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
....... . ....... ....... ....... 
a i 
....... 
b !Yi a b jb i ’ ......... ........ 
..... .: ....... 
a:b 
....... . 
..b...~..a...~..~. 
....... ....................... 
cyclic interpretations factorizations prefix interpretations 
Fig. 3. 
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Let R be the set of words pq such that there exists rc~Pc(n)\~c(u) such that 
p=last(.n) and q=first(n). Si nce ana1 is a factor of every word of R, pq = p’q’ implies 
p= p’ and q = q’ and, since every interpretation of Pc(u) is prefix, for every pqE R, 
Fl(pq)nC =@ It follows that D = CUR is irreducible and that every prefix interpreta- 
tion in C* is cyclic in D*. Thus S,(u)cXD(u). 
It follows that t(n)=IYc(n)(<IXXg(~)l =GD(u)<$(n). 
In Example 2.3, R = { ba, bab, babb, bba, bbab, bbabb} c C and hence D = C. 0 
Lemma 2.5. For euery integer n > 0, G(n) < cp(n + 1). 
Proof. Let C be an irreducible subset of A and u = al . a, with al, . . . , a,EA such that 
$,-(u)= $(n). By Remark 2.2, we can suppose that all the letters a,, . . . . a,, are distinct 
and that Cc F (uu). 
Let P= {last(K); ~~Xc(u)}\c* and Q = {first(K); rc~Yc(u)}\C*. 
If P = Q = 0, X,(u) = gc(u) and, hence, 
In the converse case, by symmetry we can suppose that P #8. Then, for every cyclic 
interpretation Ic=(q,cl, . . . . c,,p) of u where p=ai+l . ..a.EP, P(K)=(pq,cl, . . . . c,) is 
a factorization of the word pup-l = ai+ 1 . ..a.a, . ..ai which is conjugated to U. It 
follows that ~(n)=IClc(u)=~c(u)+C(~c(pup-‘); PEP}. 
By Definition 2.1 and, since C is irreducible, (ai, ai+ i) is retractable for u and, thus, 
u admits k= IP I retractable pairs and cpc(u)<p(n- k). 
Moreover, (a,,a,) is retractable for pup-’ and, if ~‘=a~+~ . ..a.eP with i<j [the 
case j<i is similar] and, if q=a, . ..a. is such that pqEC, either pp’-i=ai+i...aj$C+ 
or p’q=aj+, . ..a.a, . ..a.$C + since C is irreducible. Hence, (aj,aj+l) or (~,,a,+,) is 
retractable for pup - ‘. This proves that pup -I also admits k retractable pairs and 
cpc(pW’)dcP(n--). 
It follows that II/(n)=$&u)<(k+l)cp(n-k) and, by Lemma 1.5, II/(n)<cp(n+ 1). 
In Example 2.3, Q = 0 and P = {b, b’}, Fe(u) = ((a, bbab), (ab, babb), (abb, abb)}, 
F,-(bub- ‘) = { (ba, bbab), (bab, bab), (babb, ab)) and 9c(b2Ub-2] = { (bba, bba), 
(bbab, ba), (bbabb, a)} and tic(u) = 3~(4) = 9 = q(7). 0 
Lemma 2.6. For every integer n>O, t(n)= rp(n+ 1). 
Proof. (i) Let C be an irreducible subset of A * and u = al . . . a, with a,, . . . , a,EA such 
that tc(u) = c(n). From Remark 2.2, we can suppose that all the letters al, . , a,, are 
distincts and that CcF(u). Let a,+,~A\{al,...,a,} and v=ua,+l=al...a,+l. 
If P = (last(n); rc~Pc(~)\~c(~)}, D=CuPa,+lu{a,+,} is irreducible. 
Vn=(q,c1 , . . . , c,, p)~Y~(u)\~~(u)}, y(z) =( q, cl,. . . , c,,pa,+ 1) is a factorization of v in 
D* and, V’=(ci, . . . . c,)~Pc(u), y(f)=(c,, . . . . ~,,a,+,) (see also Fig. 4). 
Since y is injective, it follows that 
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Fig. 4. 
(ii) Let C be an irreducible subset of A* and v=a, ...a,a,+l with al, . . ..a.+,EA 
such that cpc(v)=cp(n+ 1). From Remark 1.3, we can suppose that the letters 
al, . . ..a.+, are distinct and that Cc F(v). Let u = a, . . . a,, = v~[:~. 
Vf=(q, . ..) c,)~F~(v) such that c, # a,+ I) let (c; , . . . , c:, p) be a prefix interpretation 
of c,a;+Tl in C*; then S(f)=(ci, . . . . cI_i,ci, . . . . c:, p) is a prefix interpretation of u in 
C* and, 
Vflf=(Ci, . ..) c,)~F~(v) such that ~~=a,,+~, S(f)=(c,, . . ..c._~) is a factorization of 
u in C*. 
Since 6 is injective, it follows that 
cP(n+l)=I~_,(v)IdI~‘c(u)Id5(n). 0 
Theorem 2.7. For every integer n, t(n) = $(n) = cp(n + 1). 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. 0 
We can remark that part (i) of proof of Lemma 2.6 is not required for this proof. 
We prove now that it is possible to realize the maximal number of prefix interpreta- 
tions r(n) with a two-letter alphabet and an irreducible set of 12 words. 
Theorem 2.8. If A = {a, b} and C = {a, ab, abb, abbb, ba, bab, babb, babbb, bba, bbab, 
bbabb, bbabbb} then, for every integer m#O, &((abb)“)=t(3m), [c((abb)m-‘abab)= 
&-((abb)“b)=<(3m+ 1) and &((abb)“ab)=5(3m+2). 
If D = Cu{bbba, bbbab, bbbabb} then, for every integer m #O, $,((abb)“) = $(3m), 
tj,((abb)“-1abab)=$D((abb)“b)=$(3m+ 1) and $D((abb)“‘ab)=$(3m+2). 
Proof. (i) If xm= (abb)” for mk0, we have 
M&l + 1 )= cP&,ab)+ cp&,a) + V&G,,)+ cp&,- 1 4+ CPCCG- I 4 
Every word x,ab and x,_ 1 ab (resp. x,) admits 1 (resp. 2) retractable pairs and after 
retraction gives respectively the words v, = (abb)“a and v,_ 1 (resp. v,). 
Thus 5c(x,+~)=2c~c(um)+3~c(vm+l ) and, by Theorem 1.7, &(x,+i)= 
3 m+1=[(3m+3). 
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(ii) Similarly, $&, + i )=~D(x,)+2~D(x,-i~b)+2~D(x,-l~)+~D(bbx,-l~b)+ 
~D(~bn-l~)+~D(k- lub)+~D(bxm-lu). 
Every word x, _ I ub and bx, _ 1 a [resp. x,, bx,_ 1 ub and bbx, _ 1 a; resp. bbx, _ 1 ub] 
admits 1 [resp. 2; resp. 31 retractable pairs and after retraction gives the same word 
u,_ 1 =(abb)“-la. 
Thus $D(~,+1)=9rpc(o,_l) and, by Theorem 1.7, $D(x,+i)=9~(3m-2)= 
3 m+l=$(3m+3). 
(iii) Similarly we prove that 
&-((abb)m-‘ubub)=cpc(x,_Iuba)+2cpc(x,_lu)=4 x 3”-‘=5(3m+ l), 
~~((ubb)“b)=3~~(x,_lu)+3~~(x,_~u)=4x3m~’=~(3m+1), 
~c((ubb)mub)=cpc(x,u)+cpc(x,-lu)=2 x 3m=5(3m+2), 
II/D((Ubb)“-‘UbUb)=2~D(X,_lU)+~~~(X,-~U)=4X3”-’=~(3m+1), 
ICID((ubb)“b)= 12qc(x,_,u)=4 x 3”-‘=$(3m+ 1) and 
$D((ubb)“ub)=6cpc(x,_lu)=2 x 3”‘=$(3m+2). •I 
Remark. We shall see later in Corollary 3.10 that all other words w realizing the 
maximal number of prefix interpretations can be deduced from this examples by 
renaming the letters of w. 
3. The maximal number of cliques in graphs 
Moon and Moser [4] have given the first determination of the maximal number of 
cliques in graphs and have determined the graphs having a maximal number of 
cliques. 
We give here a new proof of these results by using a bijection between the set of 
cliques in a graph and the set of prefix interpretations of a word in free monoids. The 
restriction of this bijection to the set of factorizations of a word in free monoids and to 
the set of cliques containing a fixed vertex in an associated graph is also a bijection. 
Definition 3.1. (i) A graph G = (I’, E) consists of a set V of vertices and of a set E of 
pairs of vertices called edges. VUE V, let T(u)= {te V; {u, ~)EE}. 
If all pairs {s, t} of vertices of V are edges, the graph G is said to be complete. 
(ii) Let G = (V, E) be a graph. 
A subgraph H = (C, F) of G which is complete is called a complete subgraph of G. 
A maximal complete subgraph of G is called a clique of G. 
Let x(G) be the number of cliques of G. 
Let x(n) be the maximal number of cliques of a graph having n vertices. 
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(iii) Independence is a dual notion of completeness. More precisely, a set H of 
vertices of a graph G = (V, E) is said to be independent if no edge of E links two vertices 
of H. 
Definition 3.2. Let w=a, . ..a. be a word with a,, . . . . u,EA. Vi,je{ 1, . . . . rz} such that 
i<j, let ui,j=ai+, . ..Uj. 
(i) If L is a language of A*, the graph H(L, w) = (V, E) where V= { 1,2, . . . , n} and 
EC{ {i, j}; ui,j~L} is said to be associated to (L, w). 
(ii) Conversely, if G=( V, E) is a graph with V= { 1,2, . . . . n}, the language 
L(G,w)=(ui,j; {i,j}EE} is said to be associated to (G, w). 
Example 3.3. If C = { a, ab, abb, ba, bab, bba, bbab} and u = abbaba, as in Example 1.2, 
H(C*,u) is the graph of Fig. 5. 
H(C*, u) admits (p(6)= 6 cliques containing the vertex 6. 
L[H(C*, u), u] = {a, ab, aba, ba, bab, baba, bba, bbab, bbaba} c C*nF(u). 
Remarks. (i) For every graph G, G is a partial graph of H[L(G, w), w] and if all the 
letters a 1,. . . , a, are distinct, then H [L(G, w), w] = G. 
(ii) For every language L, LnF(w) c L[H(L, w), w] and, if all the letters a,, . . . , a, 
are distinct, then L[H(L, w), w] =LnF(w). 
Lemma 3.4. Let (L, w) be such that L*nF(w)c L and let C= Lf \(L+)‘. 
(i) For every 71=(c1, . ..) c,)EFc(w) [resp. x= (cl > . . ..C.,P)E~‘C(W)\~-C(W)l, 
Q~~~={I~~l,l~~~~l,...,I~~~~... crI} is a clique ofgraph H(L, w). 
Moreover mapping z+Q(rc) is a bijection. 
(ii) For every n > 0, t(n) < x(n). 
Proof. (i) Since L*nF(w)cL, Q( TC IS a complete subgraph of H(L, w) and, since C is ).
irreducible, Q(X) is a clique. Moreover, for every clique K of H(L, w), there exists 
nape such that K = Q(z). 
If 7c=(c1 , . . . . c,,p) and TC’=(C;, . . . , ci, p’) determine the same clique Q(X) = Q(TT’), 
Vie{l, . . . . min(r,s)}, C1...Ci=C;...Cj since IC,...CiI=lC; . . . c: I and both are left factors 
1 
4 
2 
s 
3 
Fig. 5. 
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of w. Thus c1 =c;, . . . . c,.=c: with Y=S and p=p’ and, hence, rr=rc’. It follows that 
mapping rc+ Q (rr) is one-to-one. 
(ii) If w admits t(n) prefix interpretations in C *, then H(C*, w) admits c(n) cliques 
by (i) and, hence, <(n)=x(H(C*, w))<~(n). 0 
Definition 3.5. If G = (V, E) is a graph and {s, t}$E, let r,,,(G) the graph obtained from 
G by removing all the edges incident with s and replacing them by the edges joining 
s to each vertex of r(t). The transformation z,,~ is called the transfer from t to s. 
Lemma 3.6 [Moon and Moser, 41. x(rS,f(G))=X(G)+c(t)-c(s)+d(s) where c(s) [resp. 
c(t)] is the number of cliques ofG containing s [resp. t] and d(s) is the number of cliques 
C of G containing s such that C-s is a clique of the graph G-s obtained by removing 
s and all its incident edges. 
Proof. (i) Every clique C of G which contains t cannot contain s and is also a clique of 
z,,,(G). Similarly every clique C of G such that Cn{s, t} =@ is also a clique of t,,,(G). 
(ii) Let C be a clique of G containing s. If C -s is a clique of G -s, then C-s is also 
a clique of rs, ,(G) but, in the opposite case, C - s is not maximal in G-s and in r,,,(G). 
Thus c(s)-d(s) such cliques are removed. 
(iii) For every clique C of G containing t, Cus- t is a clique of r,,,(G) and c(t) such 
cliques are created. 0 
Lemma 3.7. For every integer n>O, x(n)< 5(n). 
Proof. (i) Let G = (V, E) be a graph having n vertices and x(n) cliques. By Lemma 3.4, if 
n> 1, then x(n)3 4(n)> 1 and G cannot be complete. For every pair (s, t}#E, none of 
the graphs z,,,(G) and r,,,(G) has more cliques than G and, by Lemma 3.6, 
c(t)-c(s)+d(s)dO and c(s)-c(t)+d(t)<O. Thus d(s)+d(t)<O and, hence, 
d(s)=d(t)=O and c(s)=c(t). Thus x(z&G))=X(G)=X(n). 
(ii) It follows that there exists a sequence of transfers which transform G in 
a complete k-partite graph H for some k> 1 such that x(H)=x(G)=x(n) and there 
exists a partition {Xi, . . . , Xk} of the set X of vertices of H in maximal independent sets 
such that, VsEXi, Vt6X\Xi, {s, t} is an edge of H. 
(iii) Now, the vertices of X are sorted so that s < t if the indices i and j such that SEXY 
and teXj verify i <j. Let us rename the vertices of X to obtain X = { 1,. . . , n>. Let 
w = a, . . a,, where al, . . . , a, are distinct letters of A. Then the language L(H, w) is such 
that L(H,w)*nF(w)eL(H, w) and, if C=L+\(L’)‘, by Lemma 3.4, mapping n-Q(n) 
is a bijection from P,-(w) onto the set of cliques of H. It follows that 
x(n)=x(H)=~c(w)d5(n). 0 
Theorem 3.8. For every integer n>O, x(n)= 5(n). 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7. 0 
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Theorem 3.9. The graphs having n vertices and x(n) cliques are the graphs H(C*, w) 
where C = {a, ab, abb, abbb, ba, bab, babb, babbb, bba, bbab, bbabb, bbabbb) and 
wE((abb)m, (abb)“-‘abab, (abb)“-‘abbbb, (abb)“ab} for some m>O. 
Proof. (i) The graph H3m = H(C *, x,) where x, =(abb)” admits m maximal indepen- 
dent sets of cardinality 3 and 3”’ cliques of size m (see Fig. 6). 
The graph H3m+ 1 = H(C*, ym) where y, = (abb)“- ‘abbb admits m - 1 maximal 
independent sets of cardinality 3 and one of cardinality 4. HSm+ 1 has 4 x 3”- ’ cliques 
of size m (see Fig. 7). 
The graph H&,,+1 = H(C*,yk) where yk=(abb)“‘-‘abab admits m- 1 maximal 
independent sets of cardinality 3 and two of cardinality 2. Hi,,,+ 1 has 4 x 3m-’ cliques 
of size m+ 1 (see Fig. 8). 
The graph H3,,, + z = H(C *, z,) where z, = (abb)“ab admits m maximal independent 
sets of cardinality 3 and one of cardinality 2. H3m + 2 has 2 x 3” cliques of size m + 1 (see 
Fig. 9). 
(ii) Now we prove that other graphs having x(n) cliques do not exist. 
Let G be a graph having n vertices and x(n) cliques, but which is not isomorphic to 
one of the preceding graphs. By proof of Lemma 3.7, there exists a sequence of 
Fig. 6. Hs Fig. 7. HI, 
Fig. 8. If:,. Fig. 9. Hs. 
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transfers from G to such a graph H and, hence, there exists a graph K and a pair {s, t} 
of vertices of K such that H=T,,~(K) and x(K)=x(H). 
Let H=(V,E) and VXEV, T(x)={yeV; (x,y)~E}. Let Y be the maximal indepen- 
dent set containing s in H. By definition of T&K), TV Y and, by (i), Vt’E Y\s, 
r(t’)= V\Y=r(t) and I’(s)#T(t) since 
From proof(i) Lemma 3.7, number c(s) cliques of containing s equal to 
number c(t) cliques of containing t. Moreover, for every clique C of 
K containing s, C\s is maximal complete in T(s) but C\s is not a clique of G\s since 
d(s)=O. Hence, there exists TE V\T(s) such that Cur\s is a clique of K. 
Let us first suppose that t #r. Since t$r(s), t$Cur\s and Cur\s also is a clique of 
H. But, by (i), Cur\s contains a vertex t’ of Y and, hence, t’Er(s)ur. Since s$r(t) and 
r(t’) = r(t), t’ = r. It follows that rE Y and, since T(t) = T(r), Cut\s also is a clique of K. 
Since c(s)=c(t), it follows that T(s)=T(t), a contradiction. 
Hence, no other graph having maximal number of cliques can exist. 0 
The next corollary follows immediately. 
Corollary 3.10. Every (C, w) such that &-(w)= 4( 1 w I) can be deduced from examples 
given in Theorem 2.8 by renaming the letters of w. 
4. Two NP-complete problems 
We have seen in the last section that the maximal number of cliques in a graph of 
n vertices is an exponential function of n. It follows that the algorithm determining 
successively the complete subgraphs of order k of a graph for k= 2,3.. . has an 
exponential time complexity. The question of the existence of polynomial algorithms 
for searching the cliques in graphs is an open problem which belongs to the class of 
NP-complete problems. 
The class NP of decision problems that can be solved in polynomial time by 
a nondeterministic Turing machine contains the class P of problems which can be 
solved in polynomial time by a deterministic one but P # NP is a conjecture. 
Cook [l] has proved that a particular problem called the “satisfiability problem” 
has the property that every problem in NP can be polynomially reduced to it. 
Subsequently, Karp [3] presented a collection of problems, including the “clique 
problem”, which are just as hard as the “satisfiability problem”. Problems having this 
property of being the hardest member of problems of NP are called NP-complete. 
A wide variety of commonly encountered problems from mathematics, computer 
science and operation research are now known to be NP-complete problems and this 
collection continues to grow. Garey and Johnson [2] have given an extensive list of 
three hundreds of such hard problems. 
We prove here that two problems on factorization and interpretations can be poly- 
nomially reduced to “clique problem” by using the bijection defined in last section. 
Definition 4.1. First let us present the “clique problem” which is NP-complete 131. “If 
G =( V, E) is a graph and Ii an integer k < / VI, does G contain a clique of size k or 
more?” 
Definition 4.2. In Lemma 3.4, we have proved that, for every factorization 
?I =(c,, . . c,.) [resp. prefix interpretation n =(L,, , , cr. p)] of any word w and any 
language L, Q(n)=(lc1....,1c, . ..cJ) is a clique of associated graph H(L,w) if the 
property L*nF(\r)c L is satisfied. 
The following definition generalizes this result without use of this condition. 
(i) Let C= L+ ‘?,(L+)’ the smallest generating set of L*. An intrrpretation 
/‘ = (q, L’, , , (I~, p) of MB in L is said to be complete if, for every pair (i,,j ) of ( 1, . I-; 
such that i<j, cici+, . ..cj~L. 
Clearly, if 71 is a prefix interpretation of LZ‘ in L, then Q(n) is a clique of H(L, W) if and 
only if n is complete. 
(ii) Let us now consider the following two problems where language L and integer 
k are given. 
Problem 1. Does 1%’ have a complete prefix interpretation in L with k or more factors 
in L? 
Problem 2. Does M’ have a complete factorization in L with k or more factors in L? 
Theorem 4.3. These two problems are NP-complete. 
Proof. By Definition 3.2 and Lemma 3.4, there exists a bijection from the set of 
complete prefix interpretations of w in L onto the set of cliques in an associated graph. 
Since the “clique problem” is NP-complete, Problem I is also NP-complete. 
Similarly, Problem 2 can be reduced to the modified problem “If G =( V, E) is 
a graph, if k is an integer k < 1 VI and ifs is a vertex of G, does G contain a clique which 
passes by s and is of size k or more?” which is also NP-complete. L1 
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